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An Electron Spin Resonance (ESR) study was carried out to elucidate static and dynamic
structures of some halogeneted dimethyl ether radical cations (CHsOCHaX* and CH2XOCH2X

+,
X= F or Cl) generated in halocarbon matrices by y-rays irradiation at 77 K. The ESR hf
structures were successfully identified with the help of selectively deuterated compounds.

The ESR spectrum of dimethyl ether radical cation (DME+) shows a septet hyperfine

(hf) splitting of a (Hp)= 4.3 mT in CFC13 at 77 K and has been attributed to the freely rotating

methyl groups [1]. We have recently demonstrated large deuterium isotope effects on the

methyl group conformation and rotation for the selectively deuteriated DME cations such as

CD3OCH2D+ and CD3OCHD2+ [2]. Here we present the static and dynamic structures of

mono-halogeneted dimethyl ether radical cations in CF3CCI3.

The solute molecules used are CH3OCH2F, CD3OCH2F, CH3OCH2C1, and CD3OCH2C1.

The associated radical cations were generated in halocarbon matrices such as CF3CCI3 by

ionizing radiation at 77 K. The ESR spectra were observed on a Bruker ESP-300 spectrometer

from 4 K to 150 K. The geometrical structures of the cations were optimized at ab initio MP2/

6-31G (d,p) or DFT B3LYP/ 6-31G (d,p) level. The hyperfine splittings were calculated at DFT

B3LYP/ 6-31G (d,p) level for the above optimized structures.

Figure 1 shows the ESR spectra of CD3OCH2F
+, CH3OCH2F

+, CD3OCH2C1+, and

CH3OCH2C1+ in CF3CCI3 at 77 K. The analysis of the experimental spectra is given in the

figure. The ESR parameters derived from the analysis are listed in Table 1. The spectrum of

CH3OCH2F
+ consists of a triple triplet [ai=14.0 (2H) and a2=3.5 (2H) mT]. CH3OCH2F

+was

easily photo-bleached by illumination of X> 600 nm light. The smaller triplet (a2) disappeared

in the spectrum of CD3OCH2F
+. Thus, the larger («i) and smaller (a2) isotropic triples were

attributable to two equivalent hydrogens of the CH2F and two hydrogens of the CH3 groups,

respectively. The non-equivalence of the CH3 hydrogens indicates that the methyl group is not

freely rotating at 77 K. Note that no 19F hf splitting was observed for CH3OCH2F
+.

On the other hand, two different triplets were observed for the irradiated CD3OCH2CI /

CCI3CF3: ai=14.0 (2H) and a\ = 9.5 (2H) mT. The larger triplet (ax) shows the same value as
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CD3OCH2F

CD3OCH2F+

CH3OCH2F

the *H hf splitting of CD3OCH2F
+ and was photo-bleached by illumination of X> 600 nm light.

Whereas the smaller triplet (#i') decayed with X> 350 nm light illumination. Thus, we attribute

the former and latter triplets to CD3OCH2F
+ and CD3OCH2C1+, respectively. The formation of

CD3OCH2F
+ in the CD3OCH2C1 / CC13CF3 system suggests that the Cl atom of CH3OCH2C1

can be easily replaced by one F atom

of the matrix CF3CC13 molecule in

the course of the sample preparation

at room temperature. The ESR

spectrum of CH3OCH2C1+ in

CF3CC13 gave an isotropic

triple-quartet with a{= 9.5 (2H) and

aj= 3.4 (3H) mT at 77 K; the

quartet was attributable to the three

equivalent hydrogens of freely

rotating CH3 group. When the

temperature was cooled down to 4.2

K, a triple with 5.1 mT (2H) was

observed instead of the quartet. The

result indicates that the rotational

motion of CH3 group was hindered

to give two magnetically equivalent

hydrogens. The temperature-

dependent ESR spectra of

CH3OCH2F"

CD3OCH2C1

CD3OCH2F+

CH3OCH2C1+ in CF3CC13 matrix

were successfully analyzed in terms

of the methyl group rotation whose

rate increases with temperature.

Note that again no hf splitting due to
35C1 (37C1) was observed for

CH3OCH2C1
nm)

CH3OCH2C1+
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Figure 1
CH3OCH2C1, similarly to the case

ofCH3OCH2F
+.

Ab initio MO calculations resulted in the halogen atom (F or Cl) preferentially located

in the C-O-C plane and perpendicular to the unpaired electron orbital of the central oxygen, but

with a different CH3 hydrogen conformation (see Fig.2). Consistently with the experimental

results, DFT calculations for the geometrical structure gave large 'H hf splittings to the CH2X

protons and small hf splitting less than the line width of ca. 1.0 mT to the halogen atom as

shown in Fig.2 (the experimental *H hf splittings being in parentheses). Based on the ESR
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results compared with the theoretical calculations, the mono-halogeneted dimethyl ether radical

cation was concluded to have a n-type SOMO, similarly to the dimethyl ether radical cation, in

which a larger spin density is transferred to the proton Is orbitals of CH2X group from the 2pz

orbital of central oxygen (O).

A similar ESR study was carried out for the £/s-chlorinated dimethyl ether cation,

(CH2C1)2O+. Our preliminary results show that a bonding orbital is formed between the two Cl

atoms of (CH2C1)2O+ so as to yield a five-membered ring, similarly to 1.3-dichloroapropane

radical cation [3]: the unpaired electron mainly localizes in the 2p orbitals of the two

equivalent Cl atoms. The details will be published elsewhere.

3.5 mT O

Hi 13.8 mT
H l (14.0 ml)

Hi 8.7 mT
H l (9.5 mT)

Figure 2

Table 1 ESR parameters of mono-halogeneted dimethyl ether radical cations.

Radical Cation T (K) Isotopic lH hf(mT) g

CH3OCH3
+ 4.2 K,77 K a1"=4.3(6HoftwoCH3) 2.0085

Ref.

CD3OCH2F+ 4.2 K, 77 K ^=14.0 (2H of CH2F)

CH3OCH2F+ 4 .2K,77K ^=14.0 (2H of CH2F); a2=3.5 (2H of CH3)

CD3OCH2C1+ 4 .2K,77K a,'=9.5 (2Hof CH2C1)
CH3OCH2C1+ 77 K a{=9.5 (2H of CH2C1); a2'=3A (3H of CH3)

4.2 K ai'=10.2, 8.7 (2H of CH2C1); a2"=5.1 (2H of CH3)

2.0115
2.0115
2.0254
2.0254

this work

this work

this work

this work

Ref 1

* CF3CCI3 was used as a matrix in this work.
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